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YOUR ORGANIZATION
The North Dakota Bar Association is not composed of
the Executive Officers, the Executive Committee and the
Standing Committees. It is composed of over 6oo honorable, diligent and active practitioners of a profession of
which each and every one of us is proud and to which we
owe many obligations and concerning which we have many
responsibilities.
Every aggregate is composed of units- every aggregate as a whole partakes of the quality and character of
the unit; as each unit performs its functions and acts its
part, so the whole will fulfill its mission and accomplish the
purpose for which it was created.
Gentlemen, this Association is yours; your officers are
but your representatives and cannot make the success - cannot do the work they ought to do without the actual, active,
personal help of each member of the Association.
It matters not that some are not able to attend annual
meetings; all cannot be on committees but this Association
occupies a proud position in the list of State Bar Associations and it would be unfortunate if through lack of personal
interest of each member it should lose its force and effect.
The work of this Association is important; it is building citizenship, developing Americanism and creating high
professional ideals for the future.
It would be of wonderful value to the Association and
a real help in our prospect for constructive service if you
would each take a personal responsibility; give us suggestions, comment on pending matters, let us hear from you
personally, letting us know that you are with us as units as
well as in the aggregate.-President Lawrence.

